
  Survey / Testimonial for The Reversible Bottom Blade 

Performance of the Reversible Bottom Blade 

Name & position:     Carel Buitendach (Head Greenkeeper) 

Golf Course:    Lost City Golf Course 

 

1. Quality of The Reversible Bottom Blade vs OEM? 
- The quality of the blade is exceptional & will last longer than your normal OEM. 
- The quality of cut is fantastic & you do not have to back-lap  after applying new 

reversible blades on your ride-on or walk behind. 
 

 
2. Straightness of The Reversible Bottom Blade vs OEM? 

- The blades are made of the highest quality metal and it keeps its straightness for 
a very long time. In fact, I have never had any issues with any skew blades after 
plenty hours of cutting.  

 

 
3. Is back lapping required to set The Reversible Bottom Blade onto the Cylinders? 

- Well!! As I’ve said in point one, the new bottom blades doesn’t have to be back-
lapped when setted on the machines. As a head Green Keeper its weird  

       to wrap this around your head to actually not back lap at all when setting new        
blades on a machine before starting to cut 

 
 

4. Cutting quality of The Reversible Bottom Blade vs OEM? 
- My opinion, a much finer quality cut than your normal standard low / 

tournament bottom blades. 
 
 

5. Durability of the Reversible Bottom Blade, Estimate hours of cutting? 
- We get about 190 to 200 Hours out of the blades. 
- If there are a bit of sand on the greens after dusting cultural practices, you life 

span on the blades a little less. 
 
 

6. Once turning has the side that hasn’t been used shown any signs of wear or rust? 
- Not at all 
 
 

7. Does the second row of holes cause any problems? 
- No issues at all 
 
 



 
8. Can you say if the Reversible Bottom Blade is better or equal to OEM blades? 

- I would say better 
 

 
 

9. Would you recommend the Reversible Bottom Blade to other golf courses? 
- Definitely 
 
 

10. What sort of saving impact has the Reversible Bottom Blade had on your budget? 
- A massive saving! You will have a chance to spend more on other R&M 

necessities.  
 
 

11. How does the Reversible Bottom Blade compare to Aftermarket blades? 
- Better Quality & Longevity  
 
 

 

Kind Regards   

 

Carel Buitendach 

 

Lost City Golf Course Manager  

Cell: (+27) 61 004 4321 

E-mail: carel@topturf.co.za 

 
 
 


